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Updates.Structure/function relationships in histidine biosynthesis and their implications for early
bacterial evolution. The bacterial cell surface is the site of many important functions including
nutrient exchange, signal transduction and environmental sensing. It is also the focus of emerging
medical and biotechnological applications. Many bacterial surface proteins contain an N-terminal
extension rich in histidine that plays a role in modulating and/or orienting surface-attached ligands.
The biosynthesis of histidine is also a critical determinant of bacterial pathogenesis. The
requirement for a histidine-rich surface due to its involvement in glycolysis provides a rationale for
the emergence of an N-terminal extension by the initial endo-polymerases, from which the histidine
motif emerged as a fundamental component of bacterial proteins. Here, we explore the evolutionary
pressures that shaped these proteins and their physiological roles.# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- # Generated
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from google.protobuf import message as _message from google.protobuf import reflection as
_reflection from google.protobuf import symbol_database as _symbol_database #
@@protoc_insertion_point(imports) _sym_db = _symbol_database.Default() from google.api import
annotations_pb2 as google_dot_api_dot_annotations__pb2 DESCRIPTOR =
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